Introducing the new A Series.
Experience the features you’ve been waiting for with the Samsung Galaxy A51. Take crisp pics and flawlessly smooth video with the 48MP quad
camera, equipped with Super Steady OIS Mode.¹ Immerse yourself in a spacious 6.5" Super AMOLED screen,² powered by a long-lasting,³ fast
charging battery.

Power to keep you going

Crisp. Colorful. Captivating.

Scroll, snap and share with a fast charging battery that retains
power throughout the day.

Dive into edge-to-edge color with an expansive 6.5" Infinity-O
Display² featuring a Super AMOLED screen that brings cinematic
clarity right to your fingertips.

Pro-grade shots in just a snap
Capture pro-level photos with the tap of a finger. From epic
landscape shots and dramatic portraits, to macro angles that reveal
intricate textures and detail, this impressive quad camera has a lens
for whatever inspires you.

Smooth, stable shots
Take remarkably smooth video of fast-moving action in crisp, UHD
quality. Its top-notch stability makes photos and videos look super
smooth with minimal blur.¹

Colors

Prism Crush Black

Display

6.5" FHD+ Super AMOLED²
1080 x 2400

Processor

Octa-Core
(2.3 GHz + 1.7 GHz)
Exynos9611

Front Camera

32MP Selﬁe camera

Main Camera

48MP main camera
12MP Ultra Wide camera
5MP Macro camera
5MP Depth camera

Memory

128GB Storage
4GB RAM
Expandable up to 512GB⁴

OS

Android™ 10.0

Connectivity

Wi-Fi: 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac
2.4 GHz + 5.0 GHz
USB 2.0
Bluetooth v5.0

Battery

4,000 mAh³

Dimensions

6.24" x 2.89" x 0.31"

¹Super Steady video is limited to 1080p resolution at 30fps. ²Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.5" in the full rectangle and 6.3" with accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and camera lens. ³Based on average battery life
under typical usage conditions. Average expected performance based on typical use. Actual battery life depends on factors such as network, features selected, frequency of calls, and voice, data, and other application usage patterns. Results may vary. ⁴MircoSD card sold separately.
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